Part Number Description Sheet
The PowerFlare® Electronic LED Safety Light family of products comes in two models: non-rechargeable, powered by
a standard CR123 Lithium battery, and rechargeable, powered by a rechargeable RCR123 Li-ion battery. The purpose of
this sheet is to assist in the understanding of the part numbering system for each of those styles. The part numbers are
designed to accurately describe the characteristics of the parts they are associated with. Once this is understood, the
ordering of PowerFlare products becomes a much simpler and straight forward process.

Non-Rechargeable Model

The non-rechargeable Safety Lights come in 8 different LED colors or combinations and 8 different outer
shell colors. The below table shows the codes for
each of those characteristics.
LED Colors

Code

Red ............................ R
Amber ........................ A
Blue ........................... B
Green ......................... G
White ......................... W
Infrared ....................... I
Red/Amber Combo ... RA
Red/Blue Combo ...... RB

Shell Colors

Y

BK

O

T

BL

OD

Code

Yellow ..................Y
Orange ..................O
Olive Drab ............OD
Blue ......................BL
Tan ........................T
Black .....................BK

The part number for a single PowerFlare non-rechargeable unit with red LEDs in a yellow shell is written as PF210-R-Y. The
“PF210” is the model number. The first dash-number represents the LED color and the second dash-number specifies the outer shell
color. A Safety Light with blue LEDs in an orange shell is written: PF210-B-O. Similar ly, a Safety Light with infr ar ed LEDs in
an olive drab shell is written PF210-I-OD.

Rechargeable Model

PF6P-210R-R-Y

The PowerFlare Rechargeable 6-Pack System consists of a charging box (part number CHGR-206A)
and 6 rechargeable Safety Lights. Part numbers for the 6-Pack rechargeable systems look like this:
PF6P-210R-R-Y. The “PF6P” stands for Power Flar e 6 Pack; the “210R ” stands for the r echargeable style of the Safety Light; the first dash-number signifies the LED color, in this case red;
and the second dash-number gives the outer shell color, in this case yellow.
The base model number for a single rechargeable light is “PF210R.” The LED and shell color codes
are the same as the non-rechargeable (see above chart). For example, the part number for a single
rechargeable Safety Light with red LEDs in a yellow shell is PF210R-R-Y. (Note: The r echar geable lights are offered individually as either replacements or as additional units for a charging system
previously purchased. They should not be purchased as stand-alone units because, without the
charger box, there will be no way to recharge the battery once it is discharged.)

The PowerFlare non-rechargeable kit consists of a number of non-rechargeable
lights in a custom carry bag along with spare batteries. The photo to the right
shows part number “SP8O-R-Y.” This Soft-Pack Kit consists of 8 PowerFlare Safety Lights, 8 spare
CR123 batteries, and an orange carrying bag. The product part number breaks down as follows:
the “SP” stands for soft pack; the “8” means there are 8 lights and 8 spare CR123 batteries; the
letter “O” (not zero) represents the bag color, orange; the first dash-number, “-R”, indicates the
LED color, red; the second dash-number, “Y”, indicates the outer shell color, yellow.

Soft-Pack Kits

PowerFlare carry bags come in
two sizes: small which holds up
to 4 lights with spare batteries,
and medium, which holds up to
8 lights with spare batteries.

SP8O-R-Y
All PowerFlare carry bags come
in three colors: Camo Green
(“CG), Orange (“O”), and Yellow (“Y”).
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